About AROS

- AROS is a open source rewrite of Amiga OS 3.1
- APL licence
- Source Code compatible (binary compatible on 68k)
- Ported on Multiple Architectures (68k, PPC, ARM, x86/64)
- Available as Native and Hosted (Linux, Windows)
- ARIX (in development)
- Bounty System funds development
  - Gallium 3d and OpenGL
  - Poseidon USB stack
  - Odyssey Web Browser
  - Directory OPUS 5 Magellan
- Cutting Edge Nightly Builds
- Distro
  - Icaros and Aspire OS for x86
  - AEROS hosted for x86/ARM (Raspberry PI)
  - AROS Vision for 68k
About Me

- Web Developer for a Radio Network
- Background as Animator and Musician on Amiga
  - AROS advocate
  - ARIX beta tester
- blog: binarydoodles.wordpress.com
- e-book translation (coming soon)
- HOMM 2 .mod Amiga music porting (in progress)
About ICAROS DESKTOP

- Created by Paolo Besser
- Born in 2008 as VMwAROS
- The most complete AROS distro
  - Desktop Oriented
  - Strong customization
  - Live Update
  - Theme Selection
  - Amistart
  - Amibridge+Janus UAE
  - Dev Tools
- LIVE environment QEMU based (on Full)
- Lite version on CD
ICAROS DESKTOP 2.0

- Based on ABI v0 on trunk
- new TLSF Memory Management
- updated ZUNE
- Dopus 5 Magellan available as desktop
- Strong customization
- Live Update
- Theme Selection
- Amistart
- Amibridge
- Dev Tools updated
- new tool ZuneView
- FPC
- indieGo Test Store
- New Icaros Settings Panel
- Sources freed through a joint bounty among Amiga and AROS users
- Better User interface than Wanderer
- new Tool Bar on right (text or icons)
- integrated FTP
- Wanderer can still be chosen as Desktop
- read archives directly
- Drag and Drop between windows
- Trashcan
ODISSEY WEB BROWSER

- Built from Odissey MorphOs version
- Zune has been updated for it
- Webkit Based
- Download Manager
icaros desktop
v2.0

http://www.icarosdesktop.com/
http://www.aros.org/
http://binarydoodles.wordpress.com/